
Service Leader Outline - Shacharit  

Congregation Dorshei Tzedek Shabbat Morning Service 

 

TIMING:  approx. 10:15-10:45 

[NOTE:  If there is not a minyan, do not do the items highlighted in yellow] 

 

Shacharit leader picks up middle of p. 241, “Schochen ad, through the bottom of that page 

 

p. 243  Continue individually – kick off at top of page, davven silently, then pick up at asterisk,  

“l’hodot l’hallel…” through beginning of next paragraph, Yistabach shimcha l’ad malkeunu, then 

continue individually.  Close with chatima, “brachot v’hoda’ot” through the end of the page. 

 

p. 245  Hatzi kaddish – all rise; leader turns and faces the ark 

p. 246  Below line, sing “As we bless” 

p. 247 Barchu plus yotzer line, BE SEATED 

[If no minyan, you could stay seated and sing “As We Bless,” and then continue with the Yotzer 

blessing on p. 247, right after the Barchu.] 

p. 249  Continue individually – chant first few words, then continue on this page.  You can chant 

the final line in English or Hebrew if you’d like, or just go right into El Adon  

 

p. 253, 255 in transliteration – Sing El Adon 

 

After El Adon, some options (choose only ONE of these): 

 

#1:  Ask folks to share a nature experience, related to the time of year 

#2:  Choose a nature-related reading/poem, and ask someone to read aloud 

 

With either of these two options, you can close with the English below the line on p. 268, then 

sing Or Chadash on p. 269 

 

#3:   Continue after El Adon on p. 261, continue with kedusha on page 265. One way to do this is 

to chant the Sheila Peltz Weinberg piece below the line on p.  265, Who are holy beings…, then 

pick up at “v’kulam potchim et pi’hem in the Hebrew above the line, and continue through to 

page 267).  Close with “Every day, Creation is renewed” below the line on page 268, and then 

Or Chadash on p. 269 (or just Or Chadash). 

 

p. 273  Ahavah rabah – chant/sign 

p. 275  V’ha’er eynenu - Sing first paragraph, davven last paragraph, close with last line 

p. 275  Shema and v’ahavta (chant aloud) 

Invite people to continue individually on the next page, or the traditional second paragraph on 

p. 283, through p. 285 

Close on p. 285 with l’maan tizkeru or Adonai eloheichem emet 

 

p. 291  Mi camocha, any version!  Close with Tzur yisrael on this page, invite everyone to rise. 

 

 

(continued) 

 



 

AMIDAH: [Note:  do not chant Amidah aloud if there is no minyan, just do a silent Amidah] 

 

pp. 295-299 Chant through 

pp. 303-305  Chant Kedushah  (often, congregants will chant lines immediately before and 

immediately after “Kadosh, kadosh, kadosh,” then leader comes in) 

 

After Kedusha, invite everyone to continue individually, in silence, through page 323, and to 

take this time for their own prayer and reflection; they can be seated as they finish. 

CLOSE with a song – Sim Shalom, or Barchenu Avinu, or some version of Oseh Shalom (not the 

slow version, we usually do that at the end of Mourners’ Kaddish 

 

p. 381  Kaddish Shalem 


